Abstract-An enduring challenge in human-computer interaction (HCI) research is the creation of natural and intuitive interfaces. Explicit control over the personality that such interfaces are perceived to exhibit by their users is an important step towards more natural and efficient interfaces. In this paper we focus on the interaction between users and semantic knowledge-based systems where the goal of the interaction is that information from the semantic store is relayed to the user. We describe a personality modelling method that complements a standard dialogue manager by calculating parameters related to adaptivity and emotion for the various interaction modules that realize the system's dialogue acts. This calculation involves the planned act, the user adaptivity model, the system's own goals, but also a machine representation of the personality that we want the system to exhibit, so that systems with different personality will react differently even when in the same dialogue state and with the same user or user type.
INTRODUCTION
A N enduring challenge in human-computer interaction (HCI) research is the creation of natural and intuitive interfaces. Besides the obvious requirement that such interfaces communicate over modalities such as natural language (especially spoken) and gesturing that are more natural for humans, exhibiting affect and adaptivity have also been identified as important factors to the interface's acceptance by the user.
In the work presented here, we perceive HCI systems as ensembles of interaction modules, each controlling a different interaction modality, and able to modulate their operation depending on external (to the modules themselves) parameters. A central cognitive module deliberates about dialogue acts and orchestrates the interaction modules in order to ensure that such dialogue acts are carried out in a coherent way, keeping uttered content and affectual form consistent within and across interaction modules.
In order to achieve this, we propose a personality module that complements the dialogue manager (DM) by calculating parameters related to adaptivity and emotion to be used by the interaction modules in the process of realizing the abstract dialogue act issued by the DM. This calculation involves the planned act, the user adaptivity model, the system's own goals, but also a machine representation of the personality that we want the system to exhibit, so that systems with different personality will react differently even when in the same dialogue state and with the same user or user type. This is motivated by the fact that, although personality is a characteristically human quality, it has been demonstrated that human users attribute a personality to the computer interfaces they use, regardless of whether one has been explicitly encoded in the system's design [1] . Furthermore, personality complementarity and similarity are important factors for the acceptance of an interface by a user [2] , [3] , so that there is no 'optimal' or 'perfect' system personality, but rather the need to tune system personality to best fit its users. Such an ambitious modelling goal cannot, unavoidably, be taken in one stride but only tackled in small steps. In our system we have chosen to focus on the interaction between users and semantic knowledge-based systems where the goal of the interaction is that information from the semantic store is relayed to the user via automatically generated natural-language descriptions of the abstract ontological entities.
This focus guided our choice of representation, discussed in detail in Section 3, and our approach of personality modelling as a method for balancing between potentially conflicting user and system adaptivity profiles; or, in other words, as a method for engineering a system that adapts to its users so that is pleasant and interesting enough to keep them, while at the same time achieving its own interaction goals. As discussed in detail in Section 4, we combine domain knowledge, user adaptivity and system preference data, and axioms representing system personality into a Description Logic knowledge base, and then use logical inference to deduce the combined user-system adaptivity parameters.
Despite the rich literature on adaptivity and personality modelling (presented in Section 2), this is, to the best of our knowledge, the first time that this aspect of personality is computationally treated.
Our approach is developed into a prototype in the context of the INDIGO system, a multimodal humanrobot interaction system that is capable of perceiving and exhbiting emotions. In this context, personality is externalized by parametrizing a wide range of the robot's interaction components, covering both linguistic (e.g. natural language generation) and non-linguistic (e.g., facial expressions) modalities.
The INDIGO robot has established goals (in the form of information that it wants to relay) and interacts with users of varying ages represented by different user models. INDIGO has been deployed and evaluated as a tour guide in the premises of a museum. We evaluated our method on this use case by gauging visitors' perception of INDIGO personality as well as their overall impression of the system, which we present in Section 6 before closing the paper with conclusions and future directions (Section 7).
RELATED WORK

Adaptivity
The work described here is, to a large extend, based on work on adaptive natural language generation (NLG) dating as far back as the '80s. Adaptive NLG is typical in use cases where machine-readable object descriptions are to be linguistically realized and for applications such as dynamically generating encyclopedia entries, museum exhibit descriptions, on-line store catalogue entries, and, in general, situations where existing machine-readable resources can be exploited to automatically generate textual content.
Such use cases share the characteristic of mostly invariant text structure conveying different facts, typically the concrete linguistic realization of the abstract properties of the object being described. Template-based NLG [4] is ideally suited for such situations, where linguistic templates with empty information slots are filled with facts from the machine-readable information store to produce textual descriptions [4] .
In such contexts, adaptivity usually refers to the content selection phase of the NLG pipeline, and, more specifically, to using user models to choose the most appropriate facts to include in a description or to draw a comparison against [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] .
This line of research culminated to systems such as M-PIRO, that operate by combining separate domain knowledge, adaptivity parameters, and linguistic knowledge models, maximizing resource re-use when transferring to different domains, languages, or use cases [10] , [11] , [12] . Adaptivity in M-PIRO is seen as the ability to generate different text for different user models, by employing the user model in the content selection phase of the NLG pipeline to decide which facts to include in a description for any given user and interaction history.
What is notable at this point is that ILEX [9] introduced the notion of a system agenda that represents the system's own communicative goals, a significant step in the direction of representing system personality. ILEX, however, did not include a user model that the system agenda needs to balance against, so that the difference from the user modelling approach is one of perspective when authoring the model, rather than one of essence for the adaptivity-related computation.
Affect and emotions
Another relevant line of research is centered around affective interaction and intelligent virtual agents. The main focus here is the modelling and mimicking of the various affective markers that people use when they communicate, aiming at more natural and seamless humancomputer interaction.
Such affective systems are modulated by personality representations varying from fully-blown cognitive architectures [13] to relatively simpler personality models. The OCEAN or Big Five model, in particular, a standard framework in psychology [14] , [15] , is used to represent personality in a variety of virtual agents and avatars capable for multi-modal communication acts such as speech and facial expressions [16] , [17] . Such systems are typically rich in visual expression, but lack sophistication in natural language generation, knowledge representation and dialogue structure.
The PERSONAGE and INDIGO systems, on the other hand, move in the area between these systems and the NLG systems discussed in the first part of this section: PERSONAGE develops a comprehensive theory of using OCEAN parameters to control natural language generation from lexical choice to syntax, pragmatics, and planning, but is restricted to text generation and no other communication modalities are covered [18] . INDIGO, on the other hand, introduces the distinction between user interests and the system's own goals, and uses the OCEAN model space to balance between the two in cases of a conflict [19] . The resulting aggregate interest is used to parametrize a number of interaction components, such as a virtual avatar capable of displaying emotions, the NLG engine, and the Dialogue Manager.
Personality Traits
The OCEAN model will, of course, only go as far as providing human characteristics such as cooperative, sociable or dogmatic which are not directly interpretable in terms of human-computer interaction software. The various OCEAN-based systems are, implicitly or explicitly, proposing and implementing an interpretation of OCEAN by grounding these characteristics in concrete terms of software specifications.
Mairesse & Walker [20, Table 3 ], for example, offer an interpretation in terms of parameters for the various components of the NLG pipeline, so that a 'verbose' system includes more propositions in an utterance (planning), an 'optimistic' system will use generation templates expressing propositions with positive affect (syntax), and an 'intellectual' system will use a richer vocabulary (lexical choice). The intended personality that generated texts are to exhibit maps to such characteristics via the OCEAN model and, then, to concrete NLG parameters via the Mairesse and Walker model.
Gebhard [21] and Kasap et al. [17] , on the other hand, follow Mehrabian [22] in interpreting OCEAN in terms of how dialogue acts affect the agent's emotional state. In these systems an emotion simulator updates the system's internal emotional state by applying an update function on the current state and the emotional appraisal [23] of each dialogue act. The OCEAN parameters act as parameters of the update function, so that, for example, neuroticism (i.e., 'tendency to distress') makes the update function tend towards negative emotions, whereas agreeableness (i.e., 'sympathetic') makes it more directly reflect the user's emotions. The resulting emotional state is then used to drive an avatar animation or influence dialogue management choices.
DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE AND ADAPTIVITY PROFILE REPRESENTATION
The INDIGO system builds upon the M-PIRO user modelling and adaptivity system, from which it inherits the representation of domain knowledge and adaptivity profiles. This affords INDIGO direct compatibility with the NATURALOWL [11] and METHODIUS [12] NLG engines, as well as the ELEON environment for authoring domain ontologies, user models, and linguistic annotations [24] .
In these tools knowledge and data about the domain are represented as an OWL ontology, the abstract entities of which are annotated with RDF triples assigning to the abstract domain properties adaptivity parameters and concrete linguistic realization data (lexical entries and generation templates). The most prominent of the adaptivity parameters are numerical interest levels, which apply not only to abstract ontological properties to guide content selection, but also generation templates, controlling syntactic choices about the generated descriptions.
Although such numerical annotations over properties and linguistic resources are a convenient representation from the standpoint of NLG engines, they employ two logical constructs that are notoriously challenging for inference engines: second order assertions (properties of properties) and datatype properties (properties with concrete values, as opposed to abstract fillers). In fact, second-order inference is only supported by research prototypes and only for restricted fragments, often excluding binary second-order predicates (second-order properties).
In order to reconcile compatibility with existing NLG and authoring tools with our logical inference approach, we rely on a transformation of adaptivity annotations into assertions in many-valued Description Logic, a computationally efficient formalism for which multiple stable and highly optimized inference engines have been developed. In this section we first briefly introduce many-valued Description Logic and then describe this transformation.
Many-Valued DL Representation
Description Logics (DL) are a family of first-order logics; their main characteristic is decidability, attained by being restricted to concepts (unary predicates, sets of individuals) and relations (binary predicates, sets of pairs of individuals).
DL statements, concept descriptions, use logical connectives to define concepts by combining (a) other concepts, and (b) relation constructs that describe the set of individuals that have a certain relation with a certain set of fillers (relation objects). Relation descriptions are not supported, and membership in a relation can only be explicitly asserted, except for a limited set of relation axioms such as inversion, subordination, and transitivity. Most DL reasoners also provide limited support for reasoning over concrete domains (numbers, strings, etc.) through data properties that relate abstract individual subjects with concrete value objects.
Many-valued logics in general, and consequently manyvalued DL, extend the binary true-false valuations of logical formulae into many-valued numerical valuations, denoting the degree to which formulae hold. Such manyvalued models receive their semantics not from set theory, as is the case with binary valuations, but from algebraic norms that assign semantics to the logical connectives. These norms are used to calculate the degree at which complex logical propositions hold, given the degrees of their constituent propositions.
In the work described here we use Łukasziewicz-Tarski algebra [25] to provide many-valued semantics. Although there is nothing in the system itself that forces this choice, Łukasiewicz-Tarski algebra is well-suited to inferring profile attribute values, as it is founded on neither probability nor uncertainty, which would be inappropriate in our case, but on the notion of relevance. This is more appropriate than probabilistic or fuzzy semantics, as, for instance, the statement that an individual of the domain is a member of the Interesting class at a low degree should neither be construed as infrequence (using probabilistic algebra) nor as uncertainty or lack of information (using fuzzy algebra); it is rather a statement that there is little relevance between the individual and the concept of being interesting.
Domain Modelling
Domain knowledge is represented as an OWL ontology. As most many-valued DL reasoners support SHOIN , the DL which covers OWL [26] , transferring knowledge from the domain ontology to the reasoning service is straightforward.
The test case of our personality modelling approach is a museum guide through an exhibition about the Ancient Agora of Athens. The test case will be described in more detail in Section 6 below, so at this point we only provide some information to make it easier to follow the examples in subsequent sections, as they are drawn from the test case domain.
Although, in principle, any OWL ontology can be used, the Agora ontology has been structured according to the generalized upper model (GUM), a generic, task and domain independent, linguistically motivated toplevel ontology [27] , as it is well-suited to the purpose of automatically generating descriptions.
The instances that are meant to be described are the buildings of the agora, all subsumed under ArchitecturalConstruction, a sub-class of the 3D-physicalobject GUM class. ArchitecturalConstruction subsumes classes like Building, Altar, Monument, etc. Buildings are further sub-categorized as Stoa, Temple, Library, and so on. In addition, the ontology refines classes such as Person, Time, Place, Style, Condition, Use, Material, and so on, containing fillers for the properties of the Agora buildings. The Time and Place sub-ontologies, in particular, are used to provide geo-temporal information on physical objects, such as creation time, original and current location, and so on. What should be noted is that they are abstract instances, such as hellenistic or roman-time or west-side-of-agora, and no inferences can be drawn regarding their relative position. Figure 1 gives a graphical representation of the top level classes and of some of the classes at deeper levels which are used in our examples.
Preference profiles
User and robot modelling is based on an RDF schema that is a slight extension of the schema defined by the NATURALOWL generation engine. The NATURALOWL schema assigns a numerical owlnl:interest attribute 1 to properties, used by the NLG engine to order the properties of the instance being described in order to decide which ones to include in the description.
This schema has been extended to represent the interest of instances and classes themselves, besides the interest of properties. Furthermore, besides the forUserType property, forSysProfile can be used to specify system profiles: which is interpreted as a preference for talking about stoas rather than temples and, in particular the Stoa of Attalus. In our many-valued DL representation instance express that adults find knowing about the architectural style of a building more interesting than children do, as children prefer to hear story-like description (e.g., which god a temple was devoted to) rather than technical facts. For children, as a consequence, the interest factor of an exhibit's style will contribute less to the interest of the exhibit than the interest factor of ex:devoted-to:
(implies (some style UsrInteresting) UsrInteresting 0.25) (implies (some devoted-to UsrInteresting) UsrInteresting 0.75) where (some style UsrInteresting) is the class of things that are related to at least one UsrInteresting instance with the style property. Membership in this class is determined as the maximum interest degree of the fillers of the exhibit's style property.
Property attributes can be further refined to be applicable only to properties of particular individuals or members of a class. Consider, for example, the following fragment: Interest annotations for system profiles are transformed into instance assertions about the SysInteresting concept, in the same way as user models are used to axiomatize UsrInteresting.
PROFILE COMBINATION
The OCEAN or Big Five model [14] , [15] is a widely accepted theory in clinical and personality psychology whereby most personality differences among people can be understood in terms of five basic dimensions, called personality traits: openness to experience, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism. In their original psychometric definition, and referring to human agents, these parameters are interpreted as shown on Table 1 , summarizing the definition by Costa et al. [15] .
As outlined in Section 2, OCEAN has received wide attention in the area of affective virtual agents and avatars, where the direction of application of the model is reversed; instead of using the theory to assess the personality of people based on their behaviour, it is now used to generate system behaviour that conveys the impression of possessing a given personality trait. We approach personality modelling in a similar way, but from a different angle: we also propose an interpretation of the OCEAN model but this time from the perspective of the domain knowledge within which the system oper- ates, rather than the language it uses or the emotions it exhibits. Our approach is complementary, rather than contradictory, to the interpretations discussed in Sect 2.3 above: just as the NLG and affect-based interpretations can very naturally co-exist in a system capable of affectively delivering dynamically generated text, our knowledge interpretation extends such a system with the ability to affectively deliver text, dynamically generated, and modulated by the different (subjective) ways that each individual system perceives the (objective) domain.
Interpreting Personality as a Profile Combination Operator
More specifically, we interpret personality traits as the definitions of a number of many-valued concepts in the presence of a domain ontology and user and system profiles, transformed into a many-valued DL knowledge base in the way discussed in Section 3.3 above. These defined concepts relate to behaviour characteristics such as 'exhibiting interest in something' or 'being verbose when describing something' and membership of domain ontology instances in these concepts connects these behaviours with particular parts of the ontology.
The main concept to be defined is Interesting, which is defined by using agreeableness and conscientiousness to involve user and robot interests in the calculation of how interesting the various exhibits are:
(implies UsrInteresting AIntrsting a) (implies SysInteresting CIntrsting c) (implies (or AIntrsting CIntrsting)
Interesting)
where a and c are the agreeableness and conscientiousness parameters normalized to the unit interval and used as degrees to which the implications hold. In other words, even if two robots share the same interests profile, they will resolve a conflict of interest with the same user differently, depending on their personality. As an example, Table 2 shows the interest levels of some characteristic classes and properties in two user and one system profile, and the combined interest level for different combinations of the C and A traits.
Extraversion, on the other hand, is used to infer the degree of membership in the DescribedAtLength concept:
(implies Interesting DescribedAtLength e)
This is similar our previous approach [19] , in that personality is approached as a set of logical axioms that define the process of combining possibly conflicting interest profiles into a derivative profile, representative of both the base profile data and the system's personality, which to draw interaction parameters from.
Although operating within the same knowledge representation framework, the two approaches diverge in important ways on how personality is modelled, as our previous approach does not take into account the numerical values of the OCEAN model, but only considers binary open/closed, conscientious/unconscientious, extrovert/introvert etc. personality dichotomies. In that approach, a high-agreeable, low-conscientiousness personality will put user interests first:
(implies UsrInteresting Interesting) as opposed to a low-agreeableness, highconscientiousness personality:
(implies SysInteresting Interesting) whereas a high-conscientiousness, high-agreeableness personality that will balance between its obligations and the user's interests:
(implies (and UsrInteresting SysInteresting) Interesting) and so on, requiring distinct definitions for each of the 32 possible personalities in the binary OCEAN space.
That approach fails to provide an interpretation for personality traits themselves, but rather interprets the fact that a value is assigned to a given OCEAN parameter. Refining the model to, for example, ternary (low, medium, high) value ranges requires that 243 axioms are manually defined, clearly a painstaking exercise.
Our current approach, by comparison, separates the interpretation of personality traits from their specific The interest levels of some characteristic properties and instances, the latter being two exhibits and the fillers for their properties. The first three columns provide the base profile data (two user and one system profile) from which the combined interests for three different personality settings are given in the rest of the columns. For each personality setting, two columns give the results of the Adult-System and Child-System combination. 
Deriving Adaptivity Parameters
The process described in the above section combines user and robot profiles into a single calculated profile with derived instance interests. Working out the property interest annotations required by NLG engines, we work backwards the transformation described in Section 3, which links property interests with the interests of the instance pairs in the property's extension. After this postprocessing step, we can create full combined profiles for any user model, system profile, system personality combination.
As user and robot interests, and robot personality traits that are, by nature, invariant during the course of the interaction, such combined profiles represent the prior interest to the various ontological entities and generation templates. The actual factors used as adaptivity parameters for the interaction modules are computed by taking into account this prior combined profiles and the dynamic information assimilation rate.
We use the assimilation scoring mechanism from M-PIRO, a dynamic model that keeps track of what the user has been told, with respect to content (ontological entities) as well as form (generation templates). This mechanism rotates through the linguistic constructs available for expressing a predication and also restricts the number of times a fact may be repeated, while allowing for repeating important or interesting facts either directly on in the context of drawing comparisons against previous material.
PERSONALITY EXTERNALIZATION
In this section we discuss how the parameters inferred by robot personality are used by various components in the INDIGO system. This is the manner in which robot personality is externalized, that is, how it is manifested in its interaction with the user.
Emotional Appraisal
Dialogue actions-user as well as robot actions-have an impact on the emotional state of the robot, externalized by the speech synthesiser and the animated face or animatronic head to reflect emotional state as voice modulations and facial expressions [17] .
Appraisal vectors are used by an emotional-state machine, which updates the robot's emotional state to reflect the latest emotional appraisal received, taking into account the OCEAN personality traits and the previous emotional state.
This impact is represented using the OCC model, which defines elementary emotions, such as joy, gratitude, pride, distress, disappointment, and so on. Ortony [23] provides a full list and discusses how to emotionally appraise dialogue actions as different points in the OCC space.
In INDIGO, OCC vectors for user actions stem from speech analysis to reflect the impact of the manner of what the user said. That is, polite or impolite linguistic markers trigger the appropriate OCC appraisal. More pertinent to the work described here is appraisal stemming from robot personality, reflecting robot actions and, indirectly, user requests, that is, the content of what the user said; after personality modelling and the DAM have reached a decision on how to react to a user action, this planned robot action is also used to create an OCC appraisal.
Robot actions are appraised based on the affect annotation over the content of the planned robot action, representing the robot's being excited or bored about the current subject, and taking robot personality into account. More specifically, the emotional impact module (EIM) appraises dialogue actions and generates OCC messages for the Emotional Engine (Deliverable 7.1) by consuming NLG messages communicating the realized descriptions including (Appendix ??) the dynamic preference factors calculated by PERSONALITY. Dynamic preference is used to positively appraise 'interesting' descriptions, as described in Deliverable 4.1.
Natural Language Generation
The NaturalOWL NLG engine generates descriptions that are dynamically customized to the current audience (cf. Dection 2.1). Adaptation is achieved though the user modelling mechanism described in Section 3.3, parameterizing the generation to different user profiles. Furthermore, NATURALOWL uses an, externally provided, assimilation score reflecting the current interaction history. This allows NATURALOWL to avoid gratuitous repetition of material and to draw comparisons to previously seen objects.
Comparisons are built around the hierarchical organization of entities into classes: entities of the same class are compared based on the common properties they have. As a result, the generated text can contain information such as:
It is the only building in the Agora which was build in the Pergamene style. NATURALOWL uses profiles and assimilation to decide which properties of an entity are: 1) interesting or appropriate to the user; and 2) not already used to describe this or other objects. and, based on the above, selects which properties are to be included in a description. Both interest/appropriateness and assimilation are provided to NATURALOWL by external tools; the former can be either a static user profile or a dynamic user model and the latter can also be from a simple counter to a complex user model. This mechanism is exploited in INDIGO to vary descriptions of the same object to the same user depending on which robot provides the description. More specifically, instead of basing these parameters on the user alone they are inferred by robot personality by balancing between the user and robot interests.
Dialogue Management
The dialogue and action manager (DAM) is the main decision maker and information broker of the INDIGO system. DAM is responsible for forming a comprehensive picture of the user's dialogue act by combining the partial analysis results from the various sensor modules, deliberating about a plan of robot action, and breaking this plan down into concrete actions for various effector components of the system. The DAM is implemented using the TrindiKit, which assumes the Information-State (IS) and Update approach to dialogue management [28] .
Personality influences DAM deliberation and action planning by providing preference factors for the various candidate objects for describing next. More specifically, DAM falls back to the MoveOnRelated strategy [29] in cases where a user choice about what to hear about next cannot be confidently recognized even after fusing all input modalities. DAM queries the most preferred exhibit within the ontological class that is the current focus of the discourse and, if there is an instance in this class with a clear preference, assumes this as the user response. If, on the other hand, there is no instance with an interest level significantly higher than the rest, DAM prompts the user to repeat their choice.
EVALUATION
As the results of profile combination can neither be tested against a gold standard or directly visible to the user of the system, the proposed methodology is evaluated through questionnaires targeted at measuring the extend to which different personalities are perceived and identified, as well as the overall quality of the visitor experience.
As mentioned before, our system is developed in the context of the INDIGO project's robotic tour guides. The INDIGO robots have been deployed at Hellenic Cosmos cultural centre in Athens, guiding visitors through a room with large displays mounted on the wall showing photographs and 3D reconstructions of the buildings of the Ancient Agora. The exhibition serves as an introduction to an interactive 3D show about the Agora and its cultural and political significance to ancient Athens and provides background historical and architectural information about the buildings of the Agora.
Experimental Setup
For the purposes of evaluation, conflicting robot and user profiles have been prepared. The general gist of the user models is that the child model places a very low preference on numerical properties, in our test case mostly pertaining to dates of historical events. It also disfavours technical details, such the architectural order, and places more emphasis on facts such as usage and people associated with a construction, e.g., ordered-by or devoted-to. The adult model also disfavours numerical attributes, although to a lesser extend, and is more amenable to some technical details.
The robot profile models a preference towards the buildings located on the east side of the Agora and in particular the Stoa of Attalus, an important building because of its very good condition and its rare architectural style. Furthermore, the robot profile favours the class of stoas and the ex:style property. Table 2 shows some examples of the conflicts of interest included in the adaptivity profiles used in the evaluation.
In total, 86 children and 32 adults participated in the evaluation, split in two groups each exposed to a different robot personality. Unlike earlier INDIGO trials, children younger than 9 years were not invited to the evaluation, as it was obvious from the trials that younger children, who have not yet been introduced to key concepts from ancient history, could not meaningfully participate. Children were randomly invited from school groups that visited Hellenic Cosmos during the evaluation period; adult participants were visitors who were not part of any group.
The evaluation procedure involved two museum educators, one accompanying the visitor and one observing the interaction. After each interaction, the former would help visitors (especially younger children) fill in the questionnaire and also briefly interview them about their experience. After the visitor left, the two educators complemented the questionnaires with a short report about the main interview and observation points.
Results
Besides various questions that are not pertinent to the work described here (such as on the quality of speech synthesis), adult participants were asked:
• whether they learned something they did not know, and what that is; • to freely comment on their experience with the robot. Children were given a similar questionnaire with slightly more informal language and space to write or draw (at their discretion) whatever impressed them and they did not know before interacting with INDIGO. Children are also presented with a list of words such as boring, tiring, interesting, informative, and so on, and are asked to choose the one that best describes their experience.
Each participant interacted with one of the two different personalities. The first one, the teacher INDIGO, is a closed and introvert personality, using more formal language and pursuing its own agenda when choosing content for the exhibit descriptions. The other one, the peer INDIGO, was extravert, agreeable personality that was more talkative and tended to prefer the user model when choosing content.
As such concepts would be impossible to explain to children, they were asked to describe the character of the robot by circling either a picture of a teacher or a picture of two friends studying (Figure 2 ). It should also be noted that participants were not aware of the existence of two distinct personalities or configurations or any type.
Although it was not expected that children, especially in the younger age group, would manage to understand the differences in the robot's personality, the results are impressive as every single one of the children interacting with the teacher robot circled the teacher, and every single one of the children interacting with the peer robot circled the friends. This question was not present in the adult questionnaires, who were instead asked to describe the robot as kind, pleasant, formal, or strict. Again, kind/pleasant responses perfectly corresponded to the peer personality and formal/strict to the teacher one.
In order to evaluate the overall visitor satisfaction as well as the usefulness of the system for the venue, the following questions were included in the questionnaires:
• Which of the following words would you use to describe your overall experience with the robot? (choices are shown in Table 3 ).
• Write ('or draw' in children's questionnaires) something new that you learnt from INDIGO today.
• Would you like the idea of having a robot as a guide tour in museum venues? The results to these questions are shown in Table 3 , where it is worth noting that almost none of the two younger age groups used the two negative words given in the questionnaire (boring and tiring).
As a reply to the second question, children had the choice either to draw or write something interesting that they learnt during their interaction with INDIGO, while adults were asked to write something. It was expected that due to the nature of the prototype, children especially would be impressed by the robot itself and prefer to draw it or write something about it. However, the majority drew or wrote about parts of the buildings from the Ancient Agora, although few drew a robot or nothing at all.
The interesting and very positive result of these two questions is that although most of the participants stress the novelty and interesting nature of the experience and, across all age groups 'entertaining' is used more often than 'educational', the strongest impression left from the whole experience is one of Agora content and not the robot itself.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have approached personality as a means of synthesising different, and possibly conflicting, adaptivity models into an overall model to be used to drive the interaction components of the system. Furthermore, this synthesis is performed in the presence of domain knowledge, so that domain structure and relations influence the results of the calculation.
We thusly explore the self vs. other aspect of personality modelling, theoretically interesting but also practically important as we cleanly separate adaptivity and profiling data that refers the system from that which refers to the user. This follows up on the tradition of the line of systems stemming from ILEX, where increasingly separable models (domain vs. NLG resources, the latter later broken down between linguistic and adaptivity resources) have allowed for such resources to be re-used. A second point is that, although this integration effort by itself is only technologically interesting, we have worked out how to retain the advantages of the knowledge-intensive and linguistically sophisticated adaptive NLG systems, while at the same time externalizing personality not simply in generated text but in an embodied, multi-modal interaction system capable of exhibiting affect and emotions. This is based on the observation (articulated in Section 2.3) that the various existing OCEAN-based systems interpret the OCEAN model by grounding the human characteristics linked with OCEAN traits to concrete software-specification terms. This provides a theoretical framework for deciding whether two or more such systems are complementary to and consistent with each other and can be combined into a system that integrates more modalities.
Besides these theoretical contributions, we have also worked out specific profiles and personality models and used them in an embodied, multi-modal humanrobot interaction system. The evaluation results from the Hellenic Cosmos cultural centre demonstrate the success of our approach at externalizing personality traits as well the positive effect on the system's value as a presentation tool.
They also provide valuable feedback on how to best design profiles and will suggest possible refinements to the personality traits axioms.
